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Introduction



The current euro-zone crisis has spurred a renewed interest in tax reforms as a tool to correct trade balances and boost employment, without reducing the size of the welfare state. This paper takes part in the debate, as we characterise the optimal labour tax scheme in an open economy featured with labour market inefficiencies and public spending. In doing so, our work is related to many strands of literature. First, the paper is related to the literature devoted to the “European Unemployment Problem” 1 : The significant decrease in the total number of hours worked relative to the US over the recent decades calls for an improvement in labour market performances which is all the more necessary in European countries. While some authors (Blanchard & Wolfers (2000), among others) attribute this to an unemployment gap due to stringent labour market frictions (hereafter, LMF), Prescott (2004) suggests that a theory providing a robust link between hours per worker and taxes is sufficient to explain why Europeans, and in particular French workers, work less than Americans.2 Prescott (2004) therefore obtains that the steady-state welfare gains to French households from adopting American taxes3 “would be equivalent to a 20 percent increase in consumption, with no increase in work effort” (Lucas (2003)). Such large welfare gains would undoubtedly call for cutting French (and more broadly, European) taxes down to US levels. In this paper, we put these results into perspective, by adopting a broader framework - which, in our view, is more in accordance with European specificities. In tackling the subject, the above literature indeed omits the open economy dimension, does not discuss the role of government spending in households’ utility, and does not account for the imperfect substitutability between workers and hours linked to the heterogenous impact of LMF on both labour margins. In this paper, we show that these dimensions are key in shaping the optimal labour tax scheme. This stands in sharp contrast with Prescott’s (2004) analysis, where the results are obtained using i) a closed economy model, ii) in which households do not value government spending, and iii) in a frictionless labour market. In this setting, the first-rank allocation calls for zero taxes and zero government spending, leading to large welfare gains from the tax reduction. We show that this result is quite sensitive to the 1 Let us mention Bertola & Ichino (1995), Blanchard & Wolfers (2000), Daveri & Tabellini (2000), Ljunqvist & Sargent (1998), Ljunqvist & Sargent (2008), as well as Prescott (2004), Rogerson (2006) or Ohanian et al. (2008), among others. 2 Hours worked in France, and in most European countries, are much lower than in the US, by a ratio equal to around 68% over the 1993-1996 period. See Rogerson (2006) or Ohanian et al. (2008). 3 i.e., reducing the effective tax rate on labour by 20 percentage points.
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removal of each of the above assumptions. We thus characterise how i) the open economy dimension, ii) the households’ valuation of government spending, and iii) the existence of labour market frictions lead Prescott (2004) to miss an important part of the picture. One original contribution of our paper is thus to identify the implications of each of these three dimensions for fiscal policy. Our work notably points out how their interaction plays a key role in shaping the optimal tax scheme, by altering the elasticities of hours and employment to the tax pressure in comparison with Prescott’s (2004) analysis. To this aim, we develop an analytic matching framework4 with both the intensive and extensive margin of labour in an open economy environment, where households value public spending in their utility. In this setup, we characterise the optimal tax policy. We thus identify the conditions under which i) it is optimal to reduce the overall tax wedge, ii) this can be achieved by a switch from direct labour taxation to indirect taxes, iii) the welfare impact being conditional on the gap between the actual and the optimal size of the welfare state. Our paper also contributes to the literature from an applied economics perspective. We indeed provide a quantitative assessment of the optimal tax reform, using France as the benchmark economy. Our analytical results may be summarised as follows. First, we show that i) the open economy dimension actually calls for higher labour taxes, due to a terms of trade externality. The intuition is straightforward. In a decentralised economy, private agents do not internalise the effect of their choices on the terms of trade. Accordingly, the decentralised economy works and produces too much, which drives the price of the home good down, thereby making imports too expensive compared to their first-best level. By reducing employment hence production, higher labour taxation drives the home price up (the foreign price down), thereby bringing the terms of trade closer to those chosen by the social planner. In this respect, by omitting the open economy dimension, Prescott (2004) might actually have overstated the gains from a reduced labour tax. In putting emphasis on the terms of trade externality inherent to the open economy dimension, the paper borrows from the international trade literature that follows the seminal contribution of Corben (1984).5 Our paper echoes this 4



We extend the basic model used by Hungerbuhler et al. (2006) to analyse optimal fiscal policies à la Mirless. 5 As recalled by Costinot et al. (2013), the idea of exploiting the terms of trade externality is an old one in the international trade literature, notably going back to Mill (1844). Its implications in the analysis of optimal tariffs and challenges for the World Trade Organization have been studied in recent theoretical and empirical papers such as Staiger & Bagwell (1990), Staiger & Bagwell (1999), Broda et al. (2008) or Costinot et al. (2013). It has also opened discussion in the international finance literature, studying how domestic monetary policy can be used to exploit this terms of trade externality (Corsetti & Pesenti (2001),
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literature as the terms of trade externality similarly comes from the Home social planner exploiting her monopoly power in the supply of the Home good. Our originality lies in studying how domestic taxes, rather than tariffs, can be used as a protectionist tool.6 Second, most of the existing literature has considered public spending as a nuisance (by crowding out private spending and giving rise to tax distortions). In this context, higher public spending, therefore higher taxes, can only be welfare decreasing. In our view, this is a partial conclusion, which we show by re-assessing the impact of the tax reform when households value public spending in their utility. Unlike Christiano & Eichenbaum (1992), Finn (1998), or Christiano et al. (2011) (among others) who adopt a purely positive approach, we characterise the role of public spending in normative terms.7 We thus show that the optimal need to provide for public expenditures drives employment and production to higher levels, in comparison with an economy where public spending has no utility. Conversely, if in the decentralised economy the government size is too big (relative to efficient), private agents work too much for undesirable public goods. This provides a rationale to impose labour taxation, in order to restore the optimal level of production, even if the sharing between private and public goods is not optimal. In this respect, taking the utility of public spending into account may induce a gap with Prescott (2004)’s results. Third, we show that the interactions between the intensive and the extensive margin of labour are crucial in the design of the optimal tax scheme. As shown in the seminal contributions of Diamond (1982), Mortensen (1982) and Pissarides (1985), LMF can lead to an inefficient unemployment level, thereby leaving scope for taxation. In line with Shimer’s view (2009) , LMF therefore constitute a promising explanation for the “labour wedge”. Accordingly, they are at the heart of our investigation. If the decentralised economy is characterised by under-work and under-production because of LMF, the gains from labour tax cuts could be larger than those found by Prescott (2004). However, one contribution of the paper is to show the inherent difficulty of the fiscal problem. We show indeed that the Ramsey tax policy cannot achieve the planner’s allocation on both the intensive and Tille (2001), and De Paoli (2009) among others). 6 Since the terms of trade externality distorts the relative price of foreign vs home goods, only a tariff can correct it. Because this is typically forbidden by trade agreements, we preclude the possibility of fully correcting for the terms of trade externality by assuming that government tools only consist in labour and indirect consumption taxes. This differentiates us from related papers in the trade literature, such as Costinot et al. (2013). We therefore develop a second-best policy analysis. 7 Epifani & Gancia (2009) is closest to us in this respect, as they study the optimal size of the government linked with the open economy dimension. In their setup, the failure of non-cooperative governments to internalise the trade externality induces an overprovision of public spending. We differentiate ourselves from this paper as we endogenise the government’s fiscal policy, for a given government size.
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extensive margin. Fundamentally, this comes from the employment and the hours worked which do not have the same elasticities with respect to the tax pressure, due to differentiated impacts of LMF on each margin. In a nutshell, while the terms of trade externality and a sub-optimal government size call for higher taxes, labour market frictions may conversely require alleviating the tax pressure. We show that these opposing forces yield to a non-zero optimal tax burden. We then characterise how the (possibly lower) Ramsey tax wedge can be implemented by the decentralised government through the shift from direct to indirect taxation. Some countries, such as Denmark (in 1987), Germany (in 2007) or France (in 2012) have already implemented such a tax reform. If some economists have recently called attention to it,8 little is yet known on its optimal design and its quantitative implications.9 In this respect, our paper provides an additional argument in favour of implementing, in European countries, tax reform that promotes indirect taxation and reduces direct taxation on labour, if it decreases the tax wedge on labour. Our paper also contributes to the literature from an applied economics perspective, as we provide a quantitative assessment of the optimal tax reform. This quantitative exercise has two noteworthy merits. First, it allows us to quantify our analytical results. Using a dynamic general equilibrium model (DGE) calibrated on the French economy, we thus show that there is room for reduced labour taxation, through a switch from direct labour taxation to indirect consumption taxation. Our model thus predicts an optimal tax wedge reduction of 9.5%, which is achieved by lowering the payroll tax rate to 0.025% (versus 34% in the benchmark calibration). We also offer a quantitative assessment of how the open economy dimension, labour market rigidities, and the size of the government affect the optimal tax scheme, in direct line with our analytical results. Second, our quantitative assessment of the optimal tax reform goes beyond our analytical findings. We show in particular that the transitional costs associated with implementing the tax reform affect the optimal tax design. Besides, and returning to the argument of Prescott (2004) (and others), we show that the welfare gains associated with labour tax cuts crucially depend on the budgetary adjustment accompanying the tax reform. When public spending provides no private utility, welfare gains are larger when the tax reform operates through reducing the relative size of the 8



Cavallo and Cottani on VoxEU (http://www.voxeu.org/index.php?q=node/4666); and IMF (2011). Among notable exceptions, Correia et al. (2008), Farhi et al. (2011) and Adao et al. (2009) study fiscal devaluation in frameworks with product market imperfections and nominal price rigidities.10 We depart from these papers by laying the stress on the role of labour market frictions (rather than good market rigidities) and their interaction with the terms of trade externality in shaping the optimal policy. 9
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government than when it is maintained constant, in accordance with Prescott’s (2004) view. However, taking the private valuation of public spending into account makes the picture more subtle. In this case, welfare gains are raised when the tax burden decrease serves to bring the government size to its optimal value. The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we shed light on the key mechanisms underlying the optimal labour tax rate using a tractable analytical model. We abstract in particular from dynamics by adopting a pure static framework. In Section 3, we extend this analytic framework to a dynamic general equilibrium model which we calibrate to quantify the optimal scheme of the tax system in France. Section 4 concludes.
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Optimal Labour Taxation in an Open Economy: a Theoretical Characterisation



In this section, we develop a static and tractable analytical model which accounts for the main characteristics of the French economy: i) the open economy dimension and its inherent terms of trade externality, ii) the government spending and the implied (in)efficient government-to-output ratio, and iii) the labour market frictions, inducing distortions (unemployment benefits and bargaining power) and bias in the substitution between the intensive and extensive margin.11,12 After obtaining the equilibrium allocations in the decentralised and centralised cases respectively, we restrict our analysis to a second-best Ramsey tax scheme where the number of tax instruments is lower than the number of distortions. We then show that, if the economy initially features too low a level of labour (and output), increasing indirect taxation in exchange for reduced labour taxation is welfare enhancing up to a certain limit.



2.1



Main Assumptions



Following Hungerbuhler et al. (2006), we capture labour market frictions (LMF hereafter) in a static setting. Unlike Hungerbuhler et al. (2006), our framework incorporates both the 11 We discard capital accumulation, international bond trading and government debt in order to get analytical results. More details underlying our analytical results are available in the online technical Appendix from the author’s web pages. Physical capital is included in the dynamic general equilibrium model (Section 3). 12 We thank Jean-Pascal Benassy for helpful input on the functional forms.
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intensive (hours worked) and the extensive margin (the number of employees) of labour. Modeling both margins indeed turns out to have important implications in the design of the Ramsey tax scheme. Matching frictions on the labour market. Each firm opens a vacancy that can be filled by a searching worker. Matching workers with vacancies is a costly process, with ω the cost of posting one vacancy. Hirings evolve according to a constant return to scale matching function: M = χV ψ U 1−ψ with V the total number of new jobs made available by firms, U the number of searching workers, χ > 0 a scale parameter measuring the efficiency of the matching function and 0 < ψ < 1 the weight of vacant jobs in the matching process.  ψ The job finding rate p, defined by p VU ≡ M = χ VU , is a function of labour market U   V ψ−1 = χ . The size of the tightness VU . The vacancy filling rate q is given by q VU ≡ M U U population is normalised to 1. At the beginning of the period, all workers are looking for a job, U = 1. Therefore, with a static matching, we have M = N = p. Hence, the matching process in the economy is summarised by: N = χV ψ



(1)



The open economy dimension We model a small open economy which trades goods with the rest of the world (also referred to as the foreign country). The home country is specialised in the production of a homogenous good consumed domestically and abroad (Y , CH and X respectively denoting the volumes of home production, domestic consumption of the home good, and home exports). The economy also consumes the homogenous good produced abroad, in quantity CF , equal to domestic imports Z. Given that home exports (denoted by X) necessarily constitute the imports of the rest of the world Z ∗ , it comes that: X = Z ∗ . Symmetrically, we have: Z = X ∗ . In addition, we normalise prices by considering the home good as numéraire. The relative price of the foreign good φ ≡ PF /PH is also interpreted as terms of trade. Throughout the paper, we assume the following functional forms for foreign exports X ∗ and imports Z ∗ : X ∗ = φσ Z∗ = φ
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∗ −1



σ∗



(2) (3)



with σ ∗ > 1 the price elasticity of foreign imports.13 In the absence of international trading of financial assets, the home country (as well as the rest of the world) is featured by a zero ∗ trade balance Z = X ∗ ⇔ Z = φσ −1 . Preferences. In each period, employed agents (N ) work, while unemployed agents (1−N ) spend their time enjoying leisure. Hence, after assuming separability between consumption and leisure, the representative household’s programme is to maximise: U = ξ log(CH ) + (1 − ξ) log(CF ) + Φ log(G) − N σL



h1+η 1+η



(4)



with η > 0, σL > 0 and 0 < ξ < 1. The consumption bundle is made of home good (CH ) and foreign good (CF ) with respective weights in the expenditure function ξ and 1 − ξ respectively. Besides, we allow for public spending G providing utility flows, as scaled by the parameter Φ ≥ 0.14 Technology. For each firm, the occupied job yields production using a decreasing production function Ahα with 0 < α < 1 and h denoting the number of hours worked by an individual. As a result, at the aggregate level, with N the number of workers (i.e., of firms), the aggregate output Y is given by the following function:15 Y = AN hα ,



2.2



0 0. There is however no clear benchmark value in the related literature.25 We adopt the ad-hoc value Φ = 0.1 as the benchmark calibration and we will discuss the case of Φ = 0 in Section 3.2.2.26 3.2.1



Taking the Dynamics of the Tax Reform into Account



In the spirit of Lucas (1987) and (2003), the welfare gain (or loss) from a given reform is evaluated by the compensation ζ such that: W



 ∞  (1 + ζ)C 0 , h0 , G0 t=0 = W ∗ [{Ct∗ , h∗t , G∗t }∞ t=0 ]



A positive (negative) value of ζ means that the reform is welfare improving (welfare deteriorating). To determine the optimal tax policy, we derive the values of ζ associated with various ranges of tax rates (τ f , τ c ), the optimal tax scheme being reached when ζ is maximised. The results are shown in Figure 1, right-hand panel (b). To better illustrate the role of transition dynamics, we also compute the optimal tax scheme in steady state, as reported in Figure 1, right-hand panel (a).27 Consider first the optimal tax reform when we abstract from the transition (Figure 1, 24



This calibration lies within the range of values commonly used in the international macroeconomic literature, typically between 1 and 2. 25 Without any focus on the optimal size of the government, Christiano & Eichenbaum (1992) or Finn (1998) study the two polar cases where public spending is either not valued, or a perfect substitute to private consumption. At the opposite end of the spectrum, Christiano et al. (2011) or Coenen et al. (2013) pick Φ such that the model replicates the observed P G/Y ratio, and thus assume that the actual size of the government is optimal. 26 This value for Φ may appear quite conservative, as it implies an optimal ratio of public to private consumption (0.1) which is lower than what is observed in most developed countries. 27 In this case, we do not report the compensation ζ but the long-run welfare level. The optimal tax scheme corresponds to the maximum of the welfare curve.
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Figure 1: Assessing the optimal tax reform -4
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Panel (a)). In accordance with our analytical results (Section 2), the welfare curve is humpshaped. Starting from the benchmark value of τ f = 0.34, the shift from direct to indirect taxes (moving to the left on the x-axis) first improves welfare by reducing fiscal distortions (T W ↓). In this case, the rise in consumption largely dominates the increase in the disutility of work. Our simulations indicate that the steady-state optimal tax scheme is reached for {τfR = −0.69, τcR = 2.63}. To what extent is the optimal tax scheme modified by taking transition dynamics into account? The optimal tax reform when including the transition of the tax reform is reported in Figure 1, Panel (b). As in the long-run case, we obtain a hump-shaped welfare curve for the tax reform. However, the quantitative results are very different. Starting from the benchmark current tax policy (τ f = 0.34 and τ c = 0.22), the optimal tax reform is reached for τfR = 0.0275 and τcR = 0.440. This contrasts with the analysis focusing only on the steady state. The difference with the steady-state optimal tax reform comes from the bigger responses of hours worked in the short run. Indeed, workers prefer to smooth their consumption and work more in order to accumulate and then reach the (higher) level of capital which characterises the final steady state. Even if the decrease in the payroll tax can 25



be welfare improving in the long run (Panel (a)), these potential gains are counteracted by the short-run effort necessary for the accumulation process. Transition dynamics shifts the hump shape leftward.28 For the benchmark calibration (Column (1) of Table 1), the optimal tax reform consists in a tax wedge reduction of 9.5%, which is achieved by shifting from direct to indirect taxation (τfR = 0.025%, versus 34% in the benchmark calibration and τcR = 0.44 vs 0.22 initially). In terms of welfare gains, implementing the optimal tax reform results in an increase in lifetime consumption of 0.19 %: The gains from the tax policy are small. They are much lower in particular than those advocated by Prescott (2004), who obtains a 20 percent increase in lifetime consumption for a decrease in the tax burden of 20 percentage points. We thus go further in examining this difference in results in the next section. 3.2.2



Optimal Taxation: the Role of Budgetary Adjustments



The optimal tax reform {τfR , τcR } = {0.0275, 0.440} has been obtained under the assumption of constant ratios of public spending and transfers to GDP. In this section, we investigate the implications of implementing the optimal tax reform for alternative budgetary adjustments. The results are displayed in Table 1. First, we compare scenarios in which the government size is constant in level rather than constant in relative size (Columns (2) to (6)). Second, we evaluate a reform which implements the optimal tax scheme and the optimal government size simultaneously (Column (7)). In Column (1), we recall the benchmark results, where both T and G are kept proportional to the GDP in value, which we identify as scenario (a). The welfare gains of the tax reform are low (0.19%). In this respect, one may argue that shifting from direct to indirect -but still distortive- taxation is not the most efficient reform. Comparing Column (2) to Column (1), maintaining G and T constant in level rather than relative to the GDP does not significantly increase the welfare gains from the tax reform (which rise from 0.19% to 1.46% only). By contrast, as reported in Columns (3) and (4), the welfare gains are much higher when the payroll tax cut is compensated for by an increase in lump-sum taxation (with no distortive effect, Column (3)) or even more, by reducing the government size (Column (4), scenario (d)). 28



In the online appendix (Section C), we present the impulse response functions of the aggregate variables when the optimal tax reform is implemented.
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Table 1: Impact of alternative budget adjustments (with transition) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Budget adjustment (a) (b) (c) (d) (d) (a)(∗ ) (e)(∗ ) Φ 0.1 0 0.1 τf0 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.0275 0.0275 0.0275 0.0275 0.0275 0.3675 -0.0875 τf1 τc0 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.4396 0.4074 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.2156 0.2219 τc1 ∆T W × 100 -9.519 -11.540 -23.321 -23.321 -23.321 0.831 -0.318 0 -4.3719 -9.2745 -43.171 -43.171 0 -0.683 ∆P G/Y × 100 ∆P T /Y × 100 0 -4.372 -102.87 -4.372 -4.372 0 0 ζ × 100 0.1919 1.4635 2.6266 11.37 17.431 0.0008 14.123 In all experiments, τw maintained constant equal to 0.13. 0 and 1 : For the pre-reform and the post-reform tax rates values respectively. ∗ : Identifies the optimal tax reform in this scenario. (a) P G/Y and P T /Y kept constant (in ratios); (b) G and T kept constant (in levels); (c) G and τ c constant, T adjusts; (d) T and τ c constant, G adjusts; (e) Reforming both G/C(= Φ) and τf , P T /Y constant and τ c adjusts.



Welfare gains from tax reform: the role of Φ. The above conclusion is likely to be strongly sensitive to the magnitude of the valuation of public spending (Φ). This is confirmed in Column (5). The drop in government expenditures associated to the decrease in τf from 0.34 to 0.0275 (scenario (d)) indeed leads to greater welfare gains in an economy where public spending does not provide utility (17.43% increase in lifetime consumption when Φ = 0, vs 11.71% when Φ = 0.1): the tax reform makes the economy shift to a state with a much lower crowding-out effect of government expenditures, with larger welfare gains when public spending is not valued. The significant welfare gains in Columns (3), (4) and (5) are reminiscent of Prescott’s (2004) results on the benefits from lowering labour taxation. In his exercise, using a closed economy Walrasian model where public expenditures are wasteful, the decrease in proportional taxes is compensated for by an increase in lump-sum taxation (which has no distortive effect) while maintaining the level of public spending constant.29 Table 1 contributes to putting these results into perspective. First, in contrast to Prescott’s (2004) case, in benchmark scenario (a), the tax scheme is designed to preserve the size of welfare state programmes, i.e. with constant ratios of public spending and transfers relative to GDP. This difference in budgetary adjustment undoubtedly moderates the decrease in tax distortions in comparison with Prescott’s exercise, hence the welfare gains associated with the tax reform. 29



In this respect, Scenario (c) (reported in Column (3)) is the closest to Prescott’s case.
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Second, the large welfare gains obtained by Prescott (2004) rely on the assumption that public spending is wasteful. Acknowledging its role as providing utility mitigates the welfare gains from the tax cut, as shown by comparing Columns (5) and (4). Comparing Columns (6) and (1) also draws attention to the key role of the valuation of public spending (Φ) in shaping the optimal tax reform. While the Ramsey policy consists in reducing the tax wedge under Φ > 0, it is the opposite when public spending is wasteful. In this case, it is optimal to increase the tax burden (Column (6)). This result can be rationalised using our analytical findings. Switching from Φ = 0 to Φ > 0 mechanically enlarges the gap between the observed public spending to GDP ratio and the optimal one. As notably stated in Proposition 3, this calls for increasing the Ramsey tax wedge. Reforming the tax burden and public spending when Φ > 0. The above results suggest that substantial welfare gains may be achieved when the tax reform is combined to budget adjustment. We thus assume that, at the date of the tax reform, the government decides to bring the economy to the optimal ratio of government spending to consumption: G/C = Φ, in parallel with reforming labour taxation. In Column (7) of Table 1, we report the effects of the optimal tax reform in this scenario (labeled (e)).30 In comparison with the benchmark scenario, the Ramsey labour tax is lower (and even slightly negative, equal to −0.0875). As the reform consists in aligning the government size to the optimal one, it suppresses a motive to impose distortive taxation (See Propositions 3 and 4). As a consequence, the Ramsey tax wedge is lower. Besides, in accordance with our intuition, the welfare gains from the reform are significantly increased, up to 14.12 % in terms of lifetime consumption. 3.2.3



Optimal Taxation: Sensitivity Analysis



We study the sensitivity of the optimal tax reform (under benchmark scenario (a)) to the key dimensions identified in Section 2. Besides public spending (discussed in the section above), the shape of the optimal tax scheme also crucially depends on the open economy dimension and labour market frictions. They can respectively be captured by i◦ ) σ ∗ , which measures the sensitivity of the trade balance to the terms of trade, and ii◦ ) ρb and  6= ψ, which govern labour market frictions. The results are reported in Table 2.31 For the sake of 30



More precisely, the deterministic simulation is performed under the following assumptions. Starting from the benchmark initial steady state, the economy benefits from a drop in τ f and a shift in the government spending-to-consumption ratio G/C set to Φ, consistently with the planner’s optimal choice of G. 31 Note that in all experiments, the indirect tax rate in the initial steady state has been adjusted to the new environment.
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comparison, Column (1) recalls the benchmark results. Table 2: Sensitivity Analysis 1 2 3 4 Benchmark High σ ∗ Low ρb  
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